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PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To select an optimum

photographing condition by displaying respective images

and photographing condition values corresponding to

them on a display device so that they can correspond

one another. >-*w

SOLUTION: Continuous photographing by changing

photographing condition values is executed. The

photographing condition values are made to correspond

to the images and the images are displayed one by one.

In such a case, a trial photographing means 1 10 is

provided with a consecutive photographing condition

setting means 111, an image pickup means 112, a

condition value increase/ decrease means 113 and a

composition display means 1 14. At a trail photographing

mode, an object is continuously taken with one shutter operation while a photographing

condition is changed and the taken image and the image pickup condition are compared so

as to display the images for the respective photographing conditions one by one. Consecutive

photographing can be executed by changing visual field depth and color. The synthesis

means 114 takes out the photographing condition value corresponding to a photographing

condition code and the displayed image, converts it into a character and overlaps/displays it

on the displayed image.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2. **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] In the image pick-up equipment which picturizes / records the photographic subject image

incorporated with the image sensor to desired timing A display and a continuation image pick-up means

to picturize a photographic subject image continuously while changing the set-up photography condition

value automatically, It is image pick-up equipment which is equipped with a display-control means to

compound the photography condition value corresponding to said two or more picturized images,

respectively, and to display on said display, and is characterized by displaying the photography

condition value corresponding to each image and it possible [
comparison ], respectively on said display.

[Claim 2] In the image pick-up equipment which picturizes / records the photographic subject image

incorporated with the image sensor to desired timing A display and a continuation image pick-up means

to picturize a photographic subject image continuously while changing the set-up photography condition

value automatically, Image pick-up equipment characterized by having an image cutback means to

reduce said two or more picturized images, and a display-control means to compound the photography

condition value corresponding to said cutback image, respectively, and to carry out two-dimensional

array to said display, and to display on it.

[Claim 3] In the image pick-up equipment which picturizes / records the photographic subject image

incorporated with the image sensor to desired timing The process which sets up photography conditions,

and the process to which the set-up photography condition value is changed automatically, The image

pick-up approach characterized by having the process at which only a predetermined time repeats the

process which picturizes a photographic subject image based on the photography condition value after

change, and the process which compounds and displays the value of the photography conditions

corresponding to said two or more picturized images, respectively.

[Translation done.]
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to the setting-out auxiliary technique of the various

photography conditions set up in case it picturizes with image pick-up equipments, such as camera

equipment.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] With camera equipments, such as a film-based camera and a digital

camera, in order to obtain a suitable image, in case an image is picturized, according to a photography

environment, various kinds of photography conditions, such as shutter speed, exposure, and tone, are set

up. in this case, the thing constituted so that these photography conditions might be set up automatically

~ many (full automatic camera) - in the field of high-class camera equipment, it points to what sets up

photography conditions manually.

[0003]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] In case the camera equipment constituted so that

photography conditions might be set up manually is used Although the near set point and the setting-out

approach according to a photography environment are shown by directions for use etc. Actually, the user

picturized, got the image, and it could photograph, condition was seen, the quality was judged and he

had the inconvenience that the set point must be grasped experientially, or time amount had to be taken

to have to get used to the setting-out approach and to get used, or ****** had to be piled up.

[0004] It is made in order to cancel the above-mentioned nonconformity, this invention changes

photography conditions automatically at the time of an image pick-up, picturizes, is displayed, and aims

at offer of the image pick-up equipment which made the optimal photography conditions selectable, and

the image pick-up approach.

[0005]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to attain the above-mentioned object, the image pick-up

equipment of the 1st invention In the image pick-up equipment which picturizes / records the

photographic subject image incorporated with the image sensor to desired timing A display and a

continuation image pick-up means to picturize a photographic subject image continuously while

changing the set-up photography condition value automatically, It has a display-control means to

compound the photography condition value corresponding to two or more picturized images,

respectively, and to display on a display, and is characterized by arranging the photography condition

value corresponding to each image and it possible [ comparison ] on said display, respectively.

[0006] Moreover, the image pick-up equipment of the 2nd invention is set to the image pick-up

equipment which picturizes / records the photographic subject image incorporated with the image sensor

to desired timing. A display and a continuation image pick-up means to picturize a photographic subject

image continuously while changing the set-up photography condition value automatically, It is

characterized by having an image cutback means to reduce two or more picturized images, and a

display-control means to compound the photography condition value corresponding to a cutback image,



respectively, and to carry out two-dimensional array to a display, and to display on it.

[0007] Moreover, the image pick-up approach of the 3rd invention is set to the image pick-up equipment

which picturizes / records the photographic subject image incorporated with the image sensor to desired

timing. The process which sets up photography conditions, and the process to which the set-up

photography condition value is changed automatically, It is characterized by having the process at which

only a predetermined time repeats the process which picturizes a photographic subject image based on

the photography condition value after change, and the process which compounds and displays the value

of the photography conditions corresponding to two or more picturized images, respectively.

[0008]

[Embodiment of the Invention] This invention performs a continuation image pick-up, changing the

photography conditions of image pick-up equipments, such as a camera, can make these image pick-up

image and its image pick-up condition able to contrast, can be mutually displayed possible [ a

comparison ] for every image, and can be applied to the image pick-up equipment which has an image

pick-up means and a display means.

[0009] <Example of circuitry> drawing 1 is the block diagram showing the example of circuitry of the

digital camera as one example of the image pick-up equipment which applied this invention, and the

digital camera 100 has optical system 1 1, the signal transformation section 12, the signal-processing

section 13, DRAM14, a control section 20, a control unit 30, a display 40, ROM45 for OSD data, and

the Records Department 50.

[0010] Optical system 1 1 carries out image formation of the flux of light of the photographic subject

image condensed through the image pick-up lens 1 1 1 on latter CCD including the automatic drawing

device 112 containing the image pick-up lens 1 1 1 and actinometry equipment.

[001 1] The signal transformation section 12 changes into an electrical signal the image which carried

out image formation to CCD through the optical system 11 of the preceding paragraph including CCD,
the timing signal generation circuit for CCD actuation, the vertical driver for CCD actuation, an

automatic gain control circuit, and an A/D converter, changes it into digital data (following, image data),

and is outputted a fixed period.

[0012] The signal-processing section 13 has a color process circuit and a DMA controller, carries out

color process processing of the output from the signal transformation section 12, considers as digital

brightness and a color difference multiplexer signal (YUV data), to the appointed field ofDRAM 14,

carries out a DMA (Direct Memory Access) transfer, and develops YUV data. Moreover, the signal-

processing section 13 reads the YUV data currently written in DRAM 14 in the case of record-keeping,

and performs JPEG compression processing. The signal-processing section 13 performs extension

processing to a memory card 5 1 again at the image data by which preservation record was carried out,

and reproduces YUV data.

[0013] The field the image buffer 61-1 which memorizes temporarily each image data which carried out

the seriography as DRAM 14 was shown in drawing 3 (a) - for 61-n, and the reserve field used for other

processings are secured. In addition, when performing cutback image display so that it may mention

later, the field the cutback image buffer 62-1 which memorizes temporarily cutback image data besides

the field the image buffer 61-1 - for 61-n - for 62-n is secured. <BR> [0014] A control section 20 the

MPU (microprocessor) configuration equipped with CPU, RAM, and ROM Nothing, While controlling

the digital camera 100 whole by the control program which connects with each above-mentioned circuit,

the above-mentioned power-source circuit changing switch which is not illustrated through a bus line,

and is stored in ROM It corresponds to a condition signal from a control unit 30. The execution control

of each function of a digital camera, For example, execution control for implementation of each function

by activation of the preview means stored in ROM besides the image cutback processing by the

continuation preview / display by activation of the preview means by this invention, and activation of

the image cutback means stored in ROM or each processing means is performed. Moreover, the setups

values and the fluctuated condition values by this invention, and those graphic-character codes are

temporarily memorized to RAM. A control section 20 gives set-up the photography condition value and

the fluctuated photography condition value to optical system 1 1 or the signal transformation section 12



again, and makes the image pick-up based on these photography conditions perform.

[001 5] If a control unit 30 uses switches (not shown) and carbon buttons, such as a carbon button for a

selection of function (plurality) besides the preview mode setting carbon button 36, the cursor advance

carbon button 37, and a shutter release 38, a main switch, a shutter release, and record / playback-mode

circuit changing switch, as a component and these switches or carbon buttons are operated, a condition

signal will be sent out to CPU of a control section 20.

[0016] The display 40 consists of displays, such as liquid crystal display equipment, and a photographic

subject image and the function selection screen are displayed at the time of an image pick-up. Moreover,

a playback image is displayed at the time of a playback mode. The information digitized [ alphabetic

character / the notation for OSD (On Screen Display; insertion display) displayed on a display 40, / a

graphic form, an alphabetic character ] is registered into ROM45.
[0017] The Records Department 50 holds a record medium and records the image data from the signal-

processing section 13 on a record medium 51 by control of CPU21 . In addition, the Records Department

50 constituted the memory card 51 as a record medium removable, it constituted from an example so

that store/read-out of data might be performed, but you may constitute so that store/read-out of data may
be performed to the record medium fixed to the interior, such as a flash memory.

[0018] <Example of appearance> drawing 2 is the external view (tooth-back external view) showing the

appearance of one example of the digital camera of drawing 1 . The others and preview mode setting

carbon button 36, the cursor advance carbon button 37, a shutter release 38, and main-switch 39-1 grade

are prepared in the top face of a digital camera 100, and the liquid crystal display and the mode circuit

changing switch 39-2 as a display 40 are formed in the tooth back. [ carbon buttons / 31-35 / functional

assignment carbon button ] Moreover, the image pick-up lens 1 1 1 grade is arranged in the transverse

plane which is not illustrated.

[0019] <Example of memory configuration> drawing 3 is the explanatory view showing one example of

the memory configuration ofDRAM 14, drawing 3 (a) is the example of a configuration ofDRAM14 in

the case of displaying the image of one sheet for every screen like the below-mentioned example 1, and

the image buffer 61-1 - 61-n which memorize the image data for one frame, respectively are secured.

The number of image buffers should just secure the number of buffers required about the largest thing of

condition width of face among setups, moreover, the image buffer 61-1 to 61-4 and .. which drawing 3

(b) is the example of a configuration ofDRAM 14 in the case of displaying two or more cutback images

on a liquid crystal display 40 like the below-mentioned example 2, and memorize the image data for one

frame, respectively — 61-n, and the cutback image buffer 62-1 to 62-4, and 62-n are secured. The

cutback data of the image memorized by the image buffer 61-1 are memorized by the cutback image

buffer 62-1. The cutback data of the image memorized by the image buffer 61-2 to 61-4, 61-n are

similarly memorized by the cutback image buffer 62-2 to 62-4, .., 62-n. In addition, the capacity of

DRAM 14 can determine the value of n suitably.

[0020] <Example 1> this example is an example which performs the seriography to which the

photography condition value was changed, is made to contrast a photography condition value and an

image, and displays every one image. Drawing 4 is a flow chart which shows the actuation of a control

section 20 based on [ based on examples of a display, such as photography conditions and a sequential

image, in the block diagram and drawing 5 which show the example of a configuration of the preview

means 110 which is memorized by ROM or the memory card 5 1 of a control section 20, is started at the

time of preview mode, and is performed by CPU ] the preview means 1 1 0 in drawing 6 .

[0021] The [example of configuration of preview means] preview means 110 has the continuous-

shooting conditioning means 1 1 1, the image pick-up means 1 12, the condition value increase and

decrease 1 13 of a means, and the synthetic display means 1 14, it is in preview mode, and it picturizes a

photographic subject image continuously by one shutter operation, changing photography conditions,

makes these image pick-up image and its image pick-up condition contrast, and displays one image at a

time for every photography condition value. Moreover, ****** depth, tone, etc. can be changed and a

seriography can also be performed. In addition, although the preview means 110 may be constituted

from hardware circuitry, by this example, it was constituted from a program and memorized to ROM (or



flash plate MEMORIDO 51). Moreover, a part of each above-mentioned means (module) is constituted

from hardware circuitry, and you may make it constitute others from a program.

[0022] If preview mode is chosen, will display photography conditions, an initial photography condition

value, and its increase and decrease of a value on a selection screen, and, as for the continuous-shooting

conditioning means 111, selection will be demanded from a user. While storing temporarily the selected

photography condition code and the selected initial photography condition value AO, and the count of

continuous shooting (or the increase and decrease of value) at RAM of a control section 20, in quest of

increase-and-decrease B=D/C of a value, it memorizes to RAM from the width of face D of the value of

photography conditions, and the selected count C of continuous shooting. In addition, you may make it

choose an initial photography condition value automatically in this case (however, a user chooses the

count of continuous shooting).

[0023] In addition, about the image which the user chose from the images previewed on the selected

photography conditions (continuous shooting), the photography conditions of the image can be fixed

and the photography conditions of further others can be chosen. Moreover, the still more nearly same

photography conditions as initial condition can be chosen for the photography conditions of the image

about the image which the user chose from the images previewed on the selected photography

conditions (continuous shooting). Let the increase and decrease of a value in this case be the value

which carried out division of the last photography increase and decrease of the value, and acquired it by

the newly chosen count of continuous shooting. For example, drawing value =6 of a selection image,

increase-and-decrease =[ of a value ] 2 [ last ], this number of continuous shooting = when 4, it is set to

this increase-and-decrease =[ of a value ] 0.5, and will extract by preview, and continuous shooting of

the image of value =2, 2.5, and 3 and 3.5 will be carried out.

[0024] The image pick-up means 112 will give photography condition value Ai-1 (i= 1, n) stored

temporarily at RAM to optical system 1 1 or the signal transformation section 12, if a shutter release 38

is operated. While carrying out the sequential storage of the image which was made to picturize one

image and captured it at either the image buffer 61-1 ofDRAM - 61-n, the address (or number 1-n) and

the photography condition value of an image buffer are made to correspond, and are stored temporarily

at RAM.
[0025] The condition value increase and decrease 1 13 of a means are this photography condition value

Ai+1 that added the increase and decrease B of a value to the last photography condition value Ai stored

temporarily at RAM when the count C of continuous shooting to which the count of continuous shooting

was counted and counted value was set was not exceeded. It computes, stores temporarily at RAM and

changes for the image pick-up means 112. When the count C of continuous shooting to which counted

value was set is exceeded, it changes for the synthetic display means 1 14.

[0026] The synthetic display means 1 14 indicates the image memorized by the image buffer of

DRAM 14 by sequential at a display 40. In this case, the photography condition value corresponding to

photography condition code and the image displayed is taken out from RAM, and it indicates by

superposition at the image currently changed and displayed on the alphabetic character.

[0027] It is the example of the image at the time of the photographic subject seen with the finder and (b)

changing a selection screen, and (c) changing a drawing value, and carrying out continuous shooting of

the (a) by [example of display] drawing 5 . In this example It is an example of a display at the time of

performing continuous shooting in preview mode, choosing the image of shutter speed 1/800, choosing

"drawing" as following photography conditions further, and setting the number of continuous shooting

to 4 by making shutter speed into photography conditions. In (c), a superposition indication of

photography conditions and the condition value 71-1 after increase and decrease, .., 71-4 is given for

every [ an image 70-1 .., and ] 70-4. A user can make the upper and lower sides or right and left scroll a

sequential image by actuation of a scroll button (not shown).

[0028] Below [an example of operation], a user operates a feature button, preview mode is chosen (SO),

continuous shooting is performed in preview mode by making shutter speed into photography conditions

at steps SI -SI 1, the image of shutter speed 1/800 is chosen, and the example of operation in the case of

choosing the following photography conditions is shown further.



[0029] If it changes from SI 1 The continuous-shooting conditioning means 1 1 1 is started again, and the

photography condition value and the image buffer address (or buffer number) which were memorized by

the photography condition code "01" of the shutter speed memorized by RAM and RAM shutter speed

value 1 / other than 800 are eliminated. Photography conditions, an initial photography condition value,

and its increase and decrease of a value are displayed on a selection screen ( drawing 5 (b)), and

selection is demanded from a user (SI).

[0030] When a user chooses "4" as "drawing" and a count of continuous shooting as photography

conditions, count =of photography condition code "02" continuous shooting 2 and photography

condition value AO =4 (drawing initial value) are stored temporarily at RAM. Moreover, it extracts as

photography condition value AO =4 (drawing initial value), and from width-of-face =1 1-3=8, increase-

and-decrease =[ of a value ] 8 / 4= 2 is computed, and it stores temporarily at RAM (S2).

[003 1] If a shutter release 38 is operated (S3), it will extract as the shutter speed 1/800 stored

temporarily at RAM, and a value 4 will be given to optical system 1 1 or the signal transformation

section 12. (S4), While memorizing temporarily the image which picturized and (S5) captured one

image to the image buffer 61-1 ofDRAM, extract to RAM as the address (or a buffer number = 1) of an

image buffer, value =4 are made to correspond, and it stores temporarily (S6).

[0032] The condition increase and decrease 1 13 of a means count the count of continuous shooting, and

it measures the selected count 4 of continuous shooting with counted value, and when the count 4 of

continuous shooting to which counted value was set is exceeded, it changes for the synthetic display

means 1 14 (S7). Moreover, this drawing value Ai+1 that added the increase and decrease 2 of a value to

the last drawing value stored temporarily at RAM when the count 4 of continuous shooting to which

counted value was set was not exceeded It computes and stores temporarily at RAM, and this actuation

is repeated until it changes for the image pick-up means 1 12 and counted value exceeds the count 4 of

continuous shooting (S8).

[0033] The image data which extracted to the image buffer 61-1 - 61-n, and was picturized with values

4, 6, 8, and 10 by the above-mentioned actuation is memorized, and photography condition code "02"

besides photography condition code "01" and shutter speed 1/800 and the drawing values 4, 6, 8, and 10

are stored temporarily at RAM.
[0034] When the count 4 of continuous shooting to which counted value was set is exceeded by the

above S7, the image memorized by the image buffer 61-1 is indicated by sequential at a display 40. In

this case, from RAM, it extracts, a value (photography condition value) is taken out, and it indicates by

superposition at the image corresponding to photography condition code and the image displayed

currently changed and displayed on the alphabetic character (S9). ( drawing 5 (c))

[0035] When a user operates a scroll button (not shown) and displays the following image, return to S9,

the image and the corresponding drawing value of the image buffer 61-2 to 61-4 are made to

superimpose, and it indicates by sequential. In this case, the display of hard flow (61-l->61-4->61-3-

>61-2) can also be performed (S10).

[0036] By the above S10, when there is no scrolling image display actuation, whether the function

selection button 35 was pushed investigates, and when pushed, it returns to SI as what the following

photography conditions were further specified as (SI 1).

[0037] When a function selection button 35 is not pushed by the above SI 1, whether the record carbon

button (not shown) was pushed investigates, when pushed, the image (for example, a drawing value = 6

images) with which it changes for the record means 120, and the present is displayed is recorded on a

flash memory 5 1 , and when a record carbon button is not pushed, preview mode processing is ended

(S12, S13).

[0038] <Example 2> this example is an example which displays the image for every [ which the

seriography to which the photography condition value was changed was performed / every /, and made
the photography condition value and the image contrast ] plurality on a screen. Drawing 7 is a flow chart

which shows the actuation of a control section 20 based on [ based on examples of a display, such as

photography conditions and a sequential image, in the block diagram and drawing 8 which show the

example of a configuration of preview means 1 10' which is memorized by ROM or the flash memory 5

1



of a control section 20, is started at the time ofpreview mode, and is performed by CPU ] preview

means 1 10* in drawing 9 .

[0039] [Example of configuration of preview means] preview means 1 10
?

has the continuous-shooting

conditioning means 1 1 1, the image pick-up means 1 12, the condition value increase and decrease 1 13 of

a means, a cutback means 115, and a synthetic display means 1 16, it is in preview mode, and carry out

the continuous image pick-up of a photographic subject image, changing photography conditions, and

makes these image pick-up image and its image pick-up condition contrast, and displays a cutback

image two or more sheet image (this example four images) every to the same screen for every

photography condition value. Moreover, ****** depth, tone, etc. can be changed and a seriography can

also be performed. Moreover, although preview means 1 10' may be constituted from hardware circuitry

like the preview means 110 mentioned above, by this example, it was constituted from a program and

memorized to ROM (or flash memory 51). In addition, a part of each above-mentioned means (module)

is constituted from hardware circuitry, and you may make it constitute others from a program.

[0040] The continuous-shooting conditioning means 1 1 1, the image pick-up means 1 12, and the

condition value increase and decrease 1 13 of a means are the same as that of the case of the preview

means 110 mentioned above. The cutback means 115 carries out cutback processing of the image data

memorized by the image buffer 61-1 to 61-4 of image buffer 60
1

( drawing 3 (b)), respectively, and

memorizes it to the cutback image buffer 62-1 to 62-4.

[0041] The synthetic display means 1 16 indicates by the array the cutback image memorized by the

cutback image buffer 62-1 to 62-4 ofDRAM 14 at a display 40. In this case, take out the photography

condition value corresponding to photography condition code and the image displayed from RAM, the

cutback image currently changed and displayed on the alphabetic character is made to correspond, and it

indicates by superposition at an image ( drawing 9 (b)).

[0042] It is the example of the image at the time of (a) changing the example of a selection screen, and

(b) changing a drawing value, and carrying out continuous shooting by [example of display] drawing 8 ,

and is an example of a display at the time of performing continuous shooting in preview mode, choosing

the image of shutter speed 1/800, choosing "drawing" as following photography conditions further, and

setting that number of continuous shooting to 4 by making shutter speed into photography conditions, in

this example. In (b)
s
a superposition indication of photography conditions and the condition value after

increase and decrease is given for every [ an image 81-1 .., and ] 81-4. When four or more cutback

images cannot be displayed on a screen by the case where the number of continuous shooting is five or

more, a user can make the upper and lower sides or right and left scroll one coma of cutback images at a

time by actuation of a scroll button.

[0043] Below [an example of operation], a user operates a feature button, preview mode is chosen (TO),

continuous shooting is performed in preview mode by making shutter speed into photography conditions

at steps T1-T14, the image of shutter speed 1/800 is chosen, and the example of operation in the case of

choosing the following photography conditions is shown further.

[0044] If it changes from T14 The continuous-shooting conditioning means 1 1 1 is started again, and the

photography condition value and the image buffer address (or buffer number) which were memorized by

the photography condition code "01" of the shutter speed memorized by RAM and RAM shutter speed

value 1 / other than 800 are eliminated. Photography conditions, an initial photography condition value,

and its increase and decrease of a value are displayed on a selection screen ( drawing 5 (b)), and

selection is demanded from a user (Tl).

[0045] When a user chooses "4" as "drawing" and a count of continuous shooting as photography

conditions, count =of photography condition code "02" continuous shooting 2 and photography

condition value AO =4 (drawing initial value) are stored temporarily at RAM. Moreover, it extracts as

photography condition value AO =4 (drawing initial value), and from width-of-face =1 1-3=8, increase-

and-decrease =[ of a value ] 8 / 4= 2 is computed, and it stores temporarily at RAM (T2).

[0046] It extracts as the shutter speed 1/800 stored temporarily at (T3) and RAM if a shutter release 38

is operated, and a value 4 is given to optical system 1 1 or the signal transformation section 12. (T four),

While memorizing temporarily the image which picturized and (T5) captured one image to the image



buffer 61-1 ofDRAM, extract to RAM as the address (or buffer number =i) of an image buffer, value =4

are made to correspond, and it stores temporarily (T6).

[0047] The condition increase and decrease 1 1 3 of a means count the count of continuous shooting, and

it measures the selected count 4 of continuous shooting with counted value, and when the count 4 of

continuous shooting to which counted value was set is exceeded, it changes to T9 (T7). Moreover, this

photography condition value Ai+1 that added increase-and-decrease =[ of a value ] 2 to the last drawing

value stored temporarily at RAM when the count 4 of continuous shooting to which counted value was

set was not exceeded It computes and stores temporarily at RAM, and this actuation is repeated until it

changes for the image pick-up means 1 12 and counted value exceeds the count 4 of continuous shooting

(T8).

[0048] The image data which extracted to the image buffer 61-1 - 61 -n, and was picturized with values

4, 6, 8, and 10 by the above-mentioned actuation is memorized, and photography condition code "02"

besides photography condition code "01" and shutter speed 1/800 and the drawing values 4, 6, 8, and 10

are stored temporarily at RAM.
[0049] By the above T7, when the count 4 of continuous shooting to which counted value was set is

exceeded, sequential cutback processing is performed to the image memorized by the image buffer 61-1

to 61-4 (T9), and the sequential storage of the cutback image data is carried out at the cutback image

buffer 62-1 to 62-4 (T10).

[0050] When the number of repeats of T9 and T10 exceeds the count 4 of continuous shooting, the

cutback image data memorized by the cutback image buffer 62-1 to 62-4 is taken out, and it indicates by

two-dimensional array on the screen of a display 40. In this case, it indicates by superposition from

RAM at the cutback image corresponding to photography condition code and the image displayed which

extracts, takes out a value, and is changed and displayed on the alphabetic character (T12).

[0051] In a user's operating a scroll button (not shown) when there is many continuous shooting, and

displaying the following image, return to T12, the image and the corresponding photography condition

value of the image buffer 61-5 - 61 -n are made to superimpose, and it indicates by sequential. In this

case, the display of hard flow (61-1 ->61-n-> ... ->61-6 ->61-5) can also be performed (T13).

[0052] By the above S10, when there is no scrolling image display actuation, whether the function

selection button 35 was pushed investigates, and when pushed, it returns to Tl as what the following

photography conditions were further specified as (T14).

[0053] It investigates whether when a function selection button 35 was not pushed by the above SI 1, the

record carbon button (not shown) was pushed (T15). If a desired thing is pointed at among the cutback

images which operate the cursor advance carbon button 37 and are displayed on the screen when pushed

(T16) The image data of the origin corresponding to the cutback image is taken out from the image

buffer 61-1, 61-2, 62-n, changes for the record means 120, and records on a flash memory 51 (T17).

Moreover, when a record carbon button is not pushed by the above Tl 5, preview mode processing is

ended.

[0054] Although one example of this invention was explained above, this invention is not limited to the

above-mentioned example, and it cannot be overemphasized that various deformation implementation is

possible.

[0055]

[Effect of the Invention] Since according to the image pick-up equipment of the 1st invention, and the

image pick-up approach of the 3rd invention the image by which the seriography was carried out is

overlapped on each photography condition value at the time of an image pick-up and it is displayed on it

as explained above, a user can compare briefly the difference in the photography image by difference of

a photography condition value on a screen. Thereby, since a beginner can learn easily a photography

conditioning value and the response relation of a photography image, it becomes possible to become

skilled in actuation of image pick-up equipment for a short period of time. Moreover, since the cutback

image of two or more photography images is expressed on die same screen as the image pick-up

equipment of the 1st invention, the condition value is superimposed and displayed and comparison of

each images and comparison of a condition value are known at a glance, a user can grasp more easily the



difference in the photography image by difference of a photography condition value.

[Translation done.]
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